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Robust FL
Defend against malicious users in FL

Despite the prosperity of FL, multiple privacy or security concern still exists
in today’s FL pipeline. These concerns can be roughly captured by two
threats as shown in Figure 1.
1. Semi-honest server: The centralized server might be interested in the
client’s data for profitable purpose. However, due to the regulation
pressure, server tends to infer information from users’ legitimate update
instead of actively launching attacks.
2. Malicious user: The users, on the other hand, can launch whatever
kind of attacks due to the anonymity of the identity. Users might launch
attacks due to various reasons like profits, competition or even mischief.

The core step in federated learning is to estimate the true mean of the
benign updates as accurate as possible even with malicious clients.
• The most commonly used aggregator, averaging, is proven to be
vulnerable to even only one malicious client.
• All other works addressing the issue such as [3, 4, 5] suffer from a
dimension-dependent estimation error. Such error is unacceptable even
for training a 3-layer MLP on MNIST, not to mention more complicated
tasks and models such as VGG16 or ResNet50.

The biggest challenge is that robust FL protocols have incompatible
implementation with secure aggregation techniques. The robust estimators
have to access local updates while secure aggregation hides them from the
server.
To address the issue, we propose FEDERATED LEARNING WITH
FENCE, abbreviately F2ED-LEARNING. F2ED-LEARNING integrates
FilterL2 [2] and secure aggregation [1] to defend against both the Byzantine
malicious clients and the semi-honest server. Specifically the clients are
split into multiple shards, the local updates from the same shard are
securely aggregated at the centralized server, and the robust estimator is
run on the aggregated local updates from different shards (Figure 4).
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Figure 1. Threat Model.
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Figure 3.Robust Aggregation.

Secure FL
Defend against semi-honest server in FL
Secure aggregation is developed by [1] to defend against the semi-honest
server in FL. Secure aggregation allows the server to obtain the sum of the
clients’ updates but hides the individual updates cryptographically.

Actually, the problem is well studied in statistics under the name “robust
mean estimation” and there already exist several robust mean estimators
with dimension-free estimation error ([2]). Therefore, instead of reinventing
the wheel, we choose to leverage a representative robust mean estimator:
FilterL2 [2].
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Figure 5.F2ED-LEARNING evaluation.

The evaluation (Figure 5) shows that F2ED-LEARNING consistently
achieves optimal or close-to-optimal performance under three attacks
among five robust FL protocols.
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Figure 2. Secure Aggregation.

However, in our threat model, vanilla secure aggregation is insufficient since
it provides no protection for the server. As the individual updates are
completely hidden, there is no way that the server can identify the malicious
clients even after detecting the attack.
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Figure 4.Sharded Secure Aggregation w/ Robust Aggregation.
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